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Abstract
In prior, stages data investigation and security were the primary factors for the improvement of the efficacy and seclusion. Efficacy plays a dominant role in monitoring the health. For the preservation of database documents the algorithms should be effective. The important problem on information prediction and list of patients and privacy preserving health care monitoring system to protect the privacy of the involved clients and their data health care investigation poses a consistent challenge to doctors and is the area of research in which trillions of amounts are being spent by all countries. Different mining algorithms have been applied on the voluminous health records to aid decision making process. In our paper, the patient health conditions and the details of the patients are analyzed and sliced using a new slicing technique called Shingle slicing. Patient analysis report is generated and it is monitored by the doctors and other users and the details of the patients are sliced according to the users.
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1. Introduction
In the growing technology, peculiar information is used in most of the aspects. Examples are newsletter, banking, website registration, patients detail in hospital management database and goes on. More databases are created daily. For this process, most management goes for data mining. There may be a risk of private information getting exposed. For Example consider the hospital management database, where it contains a column “birth date”. When analyzing the database, the age of the patient should not be revealed. In this, we implement some algorithms and the birth date gets manipulated (for example 19**). In this process, the exact patient age is kept secret.

2. Related Works: Our works are related to the security issues and privacy proficiency and cloud based instruction avoidance of healthcare records duplication.

2.1 cloud assisted privacy proficiency
The emerging cloud technologies for interconnected medical devices had played a vital role in the upcoming-generation healthcare industries for privacy patient care. As the number of increasing in inpatient and outpatient people, there is an urgent need for a real-time health monitoring environment for preventing the data firmly. So that the third person can’t see the required details of patients’ healthcare data. These documents were sold as commodities to various companies by other person. The individual can sell documents from where the data is stored by using cloud. The individual privacy gets affected. The documents should be anonymized to produce without the privacy getting affected. The data should be anonymized before introducing. The privacy model is shown in fig 1.

![Fig 1: Privacy Model](image)

The main motive behind this paper is to produce the information for different purposes without
The individual’s privacy getting affected. Sensitive Attributes are in the sensitive information to a particular person where one must avoid disclosure and Non-Sensitive Attributes includes all attributes that are not considered above.

3. Existing System
For databases which are divided in a vertical manner there is a privacy preserving solution of frequent item set mining which is cloud aided. In addition to this there is another method where there is also a privacy preserving method for data mining techniques like association. Both the above mentioned methods are used by people who outsource their encrypted data to miners and fear of privacy breach.

![Fig 2: System model of outsourced data mining on joint database.](image)

3.1 Disadvantages of Existing System
In high-dimensional data, the considerable amount of information is lost in Generalization for k-anonymity losses. The membership disclosure is not prevented in bucketization. As the QI values are produced in the original forms in bucketization, the data is not secured.

![Fig 3: System architecture](image)

Table 1: Illustrates the Existing Slicing Technique

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME, AGE</th>
<th>ZIPCODE, AGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Babe, 36</td>
<td>(14589, 36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Babe, 22</td>
<td>(14586, 22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry, 39</td>
<td>(14587, 42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank, 42</td>
<td>(14588, 56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank, 33</td>
<td>(145587, 33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark, 56</td>
<td>(14788, 56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olga, 60</td>
<td>(14566, 60)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Table has the following tuple where (Babe, 22) can have 4 possible ways to correlate with. Therefore, a set of 4 tuple can have 16 possible ways to correlate with the other tuple.

4. Proposed system
In proposed system we introduced novel concept “Shingle slicing”. When compared to generalization the data utility is better in this type (shingle slicing). Attribute correlations are protected with the new technique than bucketization. High-dimensional data can also be handled. Attribute disclosure is prevented using Shingle slicing. All stored patient information have two category, one for search index another privacy table. Search index contain only searchable keywords, so that encryption keys are common to all patient. Privacy table are maintained by network admin that contain unique encryption keys for all patient Those key only provide authorized request, that means patient can set instruction for access our key, instruction have any type there may be Ip address or unique id. We develop web application for outpatient interface, using this application doctor and patient can register the provided details in the application. Patient and the doctor can view our prescription information from our web application.
5. Module Description: In this software we have developed some forms. The brief description about them is as follows.

5.1. Profile Creation.
For each person a profile is created containing his identity information. A profile is nothing but those information that can distinctly refer to a person. But this data can have privacy breach by systems using and storing the persons' information. For the registration of user have to submit their details. Then the trust authority creates the database for patients. After the registration, user obtains a username and password. Every information stores in the database of MYSQL server.

5.2. Login Details: A user logs in using certain details, and upon authentication he is granted access to some confidential information according to his access rights.
Sub modules: [a].Doctor login [b].Patient Login

5.3. Shingle Slicing Technique: In this model, system will provide the information depends on the role of access. Data set will be same for all the users, but it will change to provide to the user based on authority level. Clinician and Customer they are the major roles played here. Data set will be sliced by the authority and role of the user. When Clinician want to see the medical record, first it will check the specialization, based on it will provide the relevant information. If patient want to be search, it will provide the data depends on his/her authority level. Data always in term of slicing, every time user want to be given a right key pair to decrypts the data.

5.4. Otp Request: A one-time password (OTP) is a kind of password and it can be used by the user to login to the system only once.

- OTPs ensure that even if the password is known to unauthenticated user it cannot be used to log in to the system as it is valid only once for logging in.

6. Performance Analysis
To determine the definitiveness of data the better accuracy is shown by Shingle Slicing Techniques which executes more when compared to other techniques.

7. Conclusion
To realize our solutions, realize our solutions, the concept of Shingle Slicing overcomes the drawback of overlapping slicing thus by improving the privacy of data. Shingle-slicing enhances the ability to hold huge information. This slicing enhances data utility as well preserves privacy threat and it does not divide quasi and sensitive attributes. This technique have potential usage in other secure computation applications, such as secure data entirety, beyond the data mining solutions described in this paper.
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